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SUMMARY 
Charts are presented to show the pressure rise that 
is obtainable in an engine-cooling installation with a 
typIcal airfoil-type propeller-speed fan. The charts 
cover fans of the stator-rotor, rotor-stator, and rotor 
alone configurations, with blades incorporating both the 
highly cambered 65-series blowe'-blade sections and the 
conventional low-cambered, airfoil sections. The effects 
of operation of a geared fan with rotational speeds 
limited by com pressibility considerations and the effects 
of initial rotational inflow are indicated. Use of the 
charts to predict the pressure rise obtainable with any 
fan of the types considered is illustrated in a sample 
calculation. 
The cooling pressure rise obtainable with a pro peller-
s peed fan at low altitudes is shown to be large and may 
be sufficient for most installations. At high altitudes 
the pressure rise is small. Of the three configurations 
ooerating as prooeller-speed fans, the stator-rotor 
arrangement is shown to furnish the highest pressure rise. 
The pressure rise obtainable at a given flight velocity 
increases with increasing fan-velocity ratio, A geared 
fan is shown to have a possible pressure rise of approxi-
mately 95 inches of water at sea level and i8 inches of 
water at Lo,000 feet when the mean relative Mach number 
at the tip is 0.8. 
Rotational inflow in either direction is shown to 
ause an increase in pressure rise directly across the 
fan with the stator-rotor arrangement. The pressure rise 
obtainable with a rotor alone is decreased by rotational 
inflow in the direction of fan rotation and increased by 
inflow in the opposite direction. The pressure rise 
obtainable with a rotor-stator may be either increased
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or decreased by inflow in the direction of fan rotation 
and is increased by inflow in the o pposite direction. 
INTRO TXJCTION 
Higher pressure rise than was previously thought 
possible is now obtainable with axial-flow cooling fans. 
1.n a recent investigation (reference 1) of a family of 
NACA 65-series blower-blade sections tested in cascade, 
it was shown that value of tho product of solidity 
times section lIft coefficient ci as high as 1.3 may 
be obtained with highly cambered airfoils. Previously, 
a value of C1 = 0.7, for solidities of about unity, has 
been considered approximately the ma:.imum for fan design 
(reference 2), with tie iov-csmbered R.A,F. 6 type of 
airfoil section ingeneral use. 
The present paper contains charts showing the pres-
sure rise that is obtainable in an engine-cooling instal-
lation with a typical airfoil-type propeller-speed fan 
both with highly cambered 65-series blower-blade sections 
and with conventional 1ow-cambered sections. These charts 
have been prepared for single-stage fans having a rotor 
alone, a stator following a rotor, and a rotor following 
a stator. Additional chart have been presared to indi-
cate the effects of oper-tin of a configuration for which 
the rotational speeds are limited only by compressibility 
effects (such as a geared fan) and the effects of rota-
tional inflow, as caused by a tractor propeller. liaterial 
has been included to make the charts applicable to the 
determination of pressure rise obtainable with fans of 
any given dimension at any operating condition. 
SYMBOLS 
	
a	 velocity of sound, feet per second 
	
A	 area, square feet 
	
b	 blade section chord, feet 
	
B	 number of blades
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section lilt co 
d	 fan diameter at 
K 1	 fan performance 
K2	 fan performance
elf I dent 
section, feet
oo V1 
coefficient - ____ - 
n V0) 
coeffiient (( 16OO = 
fl J	 Vf/VO) 
M	 Mach number (V/a) 
n	 rotational speed, rpm (except when otherwise 
noted) 
N	 rotation rarameter (cr/V1) 
Ap	 fan static-pressure rise, inches of water 
q	 dynamic pressure, inches of water (2) 
q1	 axial dynamic pressure at fan, inches of water 
(P1V1 ' \2) 
r	 radius at a section, feet 
R	 outside radius of fan, feet 
u	 absolute tangential velocity, feet per second 
V	 absolute velocity, feet per second 
V1	 axial velocity at fan, feet per second 
W	 mean relative velocity at rotor, feet per second 
x	 radius ratio (r/R) 
stagger angle; angle between relative entering 
air to rotor and fan axis, degrees
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5	 angle of initial rotational inflow to fan, degrees 
/	 iUp 
I tan--
U	 turning angle, degrees 
I	 ratio of speci fi c heats (l.L for air) 
('Pactuai 
efliciency
\\	 Pj 
p	 mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
"Bb 
solicity - 
\ 2rr 
angular velocity of rotating blades, radians per 
second 
Subscripts: 
C	 atfan 
h	 huh 
I	 ideal 
o free stream 
o zero rotational inflow 
out outside 
p behind propeller 
r rotor 
r-s rotor-stator 
s stator 
s-r stator-rotor 
W mean relative velocity
1 
+ V1 +	 2 +	 = (1) 
\4•f
s-r
/ / 1	 ,' _lo 
LLN2 	 - 
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Primes on yrnbols indicate condition of initial 
rotational inflow, 
CCI'SIDERATIONS AFFECTING PRESSURE RI SE 
Formulas for Pressure Rise of a Fan Element 
A detailed discussion of axial-flow-fan theory and 
design may be found in reference 2, in which equations 
are derived for the ideal pressure-rise coefficient 
of a fan blade elemen (assumed independent of its neigh-
boring elements) in terms of the.rator OcL and N 
the element.. The ide.l pressure rise is defined as the 
pressure rise that would occur in a frictioniess fluid. 
These equations are derived. on the basis of incomoressi.ble 
flow for single-stae fans of configurations having 
(1) he stator upstream of rotor, (2) the rotor uostreani 
of stator, and (3) the rotor alone. These configurations 
are designated stator-rotor, rotor-stator, and. rotor, 
respectively. . The ideal pressure rise, expressed. in 
coefficient form, for each of these configurations iS 
given in reference 2 as: 
Stator-rotor:
/ 
Rotor-s tator: 
( i)	 __ qf r-s	 i.( 16 
N2 2c12 )
(2)
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Rotor:
2 
-	 - (j \ ( f\	 (3) 
qf) qf)	 N2f)
r	 r-s	 r-s 
The velocity diagrams corresponding to each arrangement 
are presented in figure 1. 
The tator-rotor and rotor-stator equations were 
derived on the assump tion that no rotational velocity 
exists upstream or downstream of te stage and, therefore, 
the ideal statIc-pressure rise is equivalent to the ideal 
total-pressure nsa, The ideal total-pressure rise for 
the rot .3r alne is equal to that of a similar rotor-
stator, inasmuch as flO change of total energy takes place 
in the flow through the stator. 
The idea]. pressure-rise coefficient obtained from 
reference 2 is plotted as a function of N for values 
of 0c 1 of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 in figure 2. 
Formulas for Average Pressure Rise in the Annulus 
The design criterion for the constant-velocity fan 
(that is, a fan through which the axial velocity of the 
flow remains untform), also known as the Iree-vortex Ian, 
is that the circulation around each bJ.ade element is con-
stant radil1y. For this type of fan, the greatest value 
of GC	 occurs at the blade huh and for the rotor-stator 
and stator-rotor configurations the ideal pressure rise 
is constant radially at the design point. If, therefore, 
and Nh are known, the average ideal pressure 
rise for the stator-rotor and rotor-statr may be deter-
mined froth figure 2. 
In the determination of the average Ideal pressure 
rise for .the rotQ' alone, equation (3) and the rotational 
static-pressure loss averaged over the fan disk area may 
he used. The average loss is
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i PA 1 Average rotational loss = - I - ( -	 dA A j )N2 \qfj r-s 
S	
C)2rs
—log 
2N 3 t (i Xh2) 
Thus, the average idel static-pressure rise for the rotor 
is
- 
Clf)	 qf). r-s
('/ p1:2 
\ q,1 
- r-s 
2 (
	 - 2 log	 (L) 
In order to detérrir the actual pressure rL .se, the 
various fan losses S1SCh as prcfle drag, ti clearance, 
and hub boundary 1osse shoulo he subtracted froñ the 
average ideal pressure rise. For the pur poses of estima-
tion, it is sufficient to multi5ly'the ideal pressiire 
ris by an estimated efficiency to find the actual pres-
sure rise; thus
actual 
For a cooling-fan installation with the fan op erating at 
its design point with uniform entry-flow conditibns, a 
value of
	 = 0.80 may be considered representative. 
When the entry flow is nonuniform, as in a cowling instal-
lation at a high angle of attack, the efficiency may be 
considerably less than 0.80. 
Maximum Obtainable Design
	 c 1
 and Pressure Rise 
The conclusion was reached in reference 2, after a 
survey of the limited cascade data available, that the 
maximuui design.. c of a rotor airfoil in cascade was about 0.7. 
The airfoils tested in cascade u p to that time ere low-
cambered sections of the R.A.F. .6 type generally used in
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axial fans. Since then, the cascade tests r0Dorted 
in reference 1 have been conducted, andthe more highly-
cambered low-drag sections tested were found to produce 
much higher lift coefficients. The data also show that c1 
alone cannot be used as a criterion, since the maximum 
value of cj suitable for design will vary with solidity 
and stagger. 
In the investigation of reference 1, the NACA 65-series 
blower-blade sections ranging in camber from free-air 
design lift coefficients of 0 to 1.8 were tested at 
solidities of 1.0 and 1.5 and at stagger angles of Li5° 
and 6o°, The designpoint of a seótion was defined as the 
point at which a reasonably flat pressure distribution 
existed on the suction surface of the airfoil. The 
results indicate that a design value of 	 c 1 of 1.3 can 
be obtained for stagger angles up to 60°. Unpublished 
results from the investigation of reference I indicated 
that values of ac 1 greater than 1.3 can be obtained at 
stagger angles equal to and less than )45O	 In the calcula-
tions rese.nted herein, however, it will be conservatively 
assumed that the maximum obtainable value of ac for a 
rotor is 1.3 for stagger angles up to 600. Although the 
tests were not conducted at stagger angles greater than 600, 
the trends shown by the results indicate that the maximum 
design oc
	
will be less than 1.3 in this region. In 
the calculations of the c j obtained at maximum pressure 
rise from fan test data (reference 3), the maximum c 1 was 
also found to drop in the high stagger range. In this 
range of stagger angle the pressure rise is high, and the 
stall of the blades is accelerated by the thickening and 
sep aration of the boundary layer because of the steep 
pressure gradient. For stagger angles greater than 6o°, 
the criterion for blade stall may therefore be expected 
to be the pressure rise relative to the mean e1ative 
dynamic pressure at the blade P/q (where 
rather than the blade-loading factor 6c 1 .	 /
The ialue of Ap1/q 1 for ac 1 = 1.3 at 600 stagger 
is 0.98 and, in the absence of more complete experimental 
informatIon, it will be assumed herein that for stagger 
angles greater than 6o°, this value Is a maximum for 
design purposes. The maximum ac 1 obtainable for design
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was calculated following thIs assum ptIon and values of 
maximum acj are plotted in figure 3 as a function cf 
stagger angle. Th.e equation for stagger angle for the 
rotor-stator and rotor Is 
tan 3 - - 
and for the stator-rotor is
1 tan 13 = N + — 1-
2N\f
s-r 
From these equations the maxIrium obtainable oc-, was 
related to the rotatIon parameter N es shown In figure 14. 
The ideal pressure rise for stagger angles greater than 600, 
based on the maximum GCi obtainable es determined from 
figure 14, was calculated according to equatIons (1) t () 
and 15 presented c a function of N in figure 5. 
The foregoing criterion for the maximum values of' GOt 
obts.inable vili be applied only to the rotor herein. I 
is asSumed in the charts of figure 6 that stators can be 
designed to operate ProiDerlv with a rotor loaded to the 
ina.ximuni values of acj obtainaole. In the stator-rotor 
and rotor-stator configurations, the value of OCj 
reciuired for the stator is larer than that of the rotor 
when the mean velocity of the rotor is greater than that 
of the stator. Tests of entrance vanes In cascade (referL 
once 24.) indicate that because of the pressure drop, axtal.y 
entering air can be deflected efficiently up to angles 
of 80°. Thus, no dIfficulty would be encountered in the 
design of the stators for the stEtor-rotor configuratior. 
In the rotor-stator configuratIon, the stator thut act 
in a pressure-rise condition similar to that of the rotor 
and the same crIterion for maximum values of act 
obtainable would apply. As mentioned revI OUSIy, unpub-
lished data of cascade tests indicate that values of GO, 
greater than 1.3 ma be obtained at stagger angles equal 
to arid less than LL5°. For a rotor having a stagger angle 
of 600 erd operating at ac 1
 = 1.3, the stagger angl.e 
of the stator isabout 146 0 . For this conditlon,.the value 
of Gct required for the stator is about 1.7. The unpub-
lished cascade tests indicate that this value of 
may be obtained. For rotor stagger angles up to 600,
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therefore, a single-stage stator may be utilized with the 
rotor-stator confIguration. then the rotor stagger angle 
is larger than 600, the stagger angle of the stator is 
larger than L,,6° and the stator is required to supply much 
larger va1ue of	 0L than the rotor. Thus, long diffuser-
i.ke stators or a twostage stator may be required in this 
coerating range to return the flow completely to the axial 
direction. LItti data are available for such stators and 
it is possible that diffIculty with the boundary layers 
at t
	
a1ls may cause high losses. It may he noted, 
however, that a large part of the static-pressure rise 
obtainable from the rotating stream behind a rotor may be 
realized even though the air leaving the stator iS 100 
or 200 to the axial direction. 
PRESSUP.E RISE OBTAINABLE VITH COOLING FANS 
V11Th Axial Inflow 
'Propeilar-soced_fan.- Charts showing the pressure 
rise ha	 ettained with a tyoica..1 propeller-speed 
far! having the hihly cambered LTACA 65-series blower-blade 
sections are presented in fUure b. 'These curves are 
based on the maximum OC	 relationship shown in figure 3. 
The charts were comouted to indicate the ideal oressure-
rise coefficient	 - at a fan section diameter of
Pf q0 
3 feet and a fan rotational sp eed of i600 rpm. For the. 
free-vortex type of fan discussed in the previous section 
the charts give the average pressure rise for stator-
rotor and rotor-stator fans of 3-foot hub diameter and 
U'OO-rom rotational speed. The chart for the rotor alone 
(fig. 6(c)) does not give values of the average pressure 
rise, since no outside diameter has been designated, hut 
indicates the p ressure rise to be expected at the hub of 
a rotor of 3-foot hub diameter operating at 1603 roin. 
The average rotor pressure rise, f desired, may be found 
from equation (Lt). The ordinates and curves of the charts 
have two designations and for the troical propeller-speed 
fan the first designation is used. The second designation 
generalizes the charts with respect to the determination 
of pressure rise for fans of any diamtor and rotational 
speed and is discussed subsequently in the section "3Fsn 
Charts and IllustratIve Example.	 The charts (fig. 6)
snow the iaal pressure-rise coefficient based on free-
stream dynamic pressure that may be obtained for several
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fan-velocity ratios
	 Vf/V0	 through a flight velocity 
range of 120 to Loo miles per hour0 The pressure-rise 
coefficient is shown to increase with increasing fan-
velocity ratio for the rotor-stator and stator-rotor. 
For the rotor the pressure rise increases with fan-
velocity ratio in the low flight-velocity range but 
decreases in the high flight-velocity range and actually 
is negative at very high fan-velocity ratios. This 
phenomenon results because, at low stagger angles, the 
blade operating at a high ac 1,
 turns the air through 
such a large angle as to cause most of the energy input 
to be converted - to rotational energy rather than to 
static-pressure rise. 
Charts showing the ideal pressure-rise coeffi-
p0 Ap 
dent - - that may he obtained for a toical 
Pf q0	 -. 
propeller-speed fan of the previously mentioned dimen-
sions with blades of. low-cambered sections (ac 1 = 0.7) 
are shown in figure 7. At a given flight velocity, the 
pressure rise is noted to increase with fan-velocity 
ratio for the stator-rotor and rotor-statcr, and also for 
the rotor alone over its practical operating range. 
The ideal pressure rise in inches of water that may 
be obtained by the typical propeller-speed fan at several 
altitudes is shown in figure 8 for the fan velocity 
ratio - = 0.6. Army standard air density was used in V.0 
these calculations. The figure shows that for a given 
fan-velocity ratio the value of obtainable pressure rise 
increases with increasing flight velocity, and that the 
highly cambered sections (maximum obtainable oci) 
furnish considerably higher pressure rise than the con-
ventional low-cambered sections (Gcj = 0.7). It is also 
evident that the greatest pressure rise is obtained with 
the stator-rotor configuration, and that this type of fan 
should be used when the rotational speed is limited, if 
the highest pressure rise obtainable is desired. The 
propeller-speed fan appears to provide sufficient cooling 
at low altitudes. At high altitudes, the pressure rise 
obtainable is small. 
Geared fan.- The effect on ideal pressure-rise coef-
ficient of changing the rotational speed is shown in
12
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figure 9, wherein It is evIdent that large increases in 
tressure rise may be obtained by gearing the fan. 
The maximum fan pressure rise that may be achieved 
b rctaing the fan at high speeds is limited by com-
pressibility considerations. In reference 2 a method is 
given of solving for the maximum pressure rise and rota-
tional s peed of a fan of known dimensions, quantity flow3 
and GcL at the hub, the mean relative velocity at the 
tip being $et equal to some fraction of the velocity of 
sound. The results presented in' reference 2 also pfoved 
that, for fans of hub-tip radius ratio xh greater 
than 0,707, the greatest pressure rise may be obtained 
from the rotor-etator configuration. 
The NACA 65-series blower-blade sections are new 
being investigated in hIgh-seed flow. Preliminary 
indications re that the critical mean relative Mach 
number w/a will be between 0.6 and 0.8, depending upon 
the section camber and loading. 
Calculations were made by the method of referonce 2 
of the maximum ideal piessure rise of a rotor-stator 
of Xh = 0.75, (ci"h = 1.0, and mean relative aoh 
w 
number - = 0.6 and 0.8. The fan was also assumed to be 
in an Inlet. The densIty ratio Pf/Po was calculated 
from the equation 
P1	
-	
I	 (v 2 	 1 
= 12	
°	 [I -	
+ IL1	 (5) 
which was derIved from 3ernou11I 's equation for a com-
pressible fluid. (See reference 5.) The calculations 
were made for a flight velocity range of 120 to Loo miles 
per hour. for altitudes from sea level to L..o,000 feet, 
and for fan-velocity ratios from 0.2 to 1.0. The results 
showed that the pressure rise obtainable and the m&udmm 
ti p speed at a given W/a varied only 5 percent through 
hf 
the calculated	 -range at any altitude and flight speed. 
'Jo 
In figure 10(a) is shown the variation of maximum ideal 
pressure-rise coefficient with flight velocity and
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v. 
altitude for -i-- = 0.6, which may be considered typical 
for values of W = 0.6 and 0.8. In figure 10(b) are 
values of maximum tip s peed (in terms of ndot for con-
venience) required to give the maximum pressure rise 
Vf 
for	 = o.6. The maximum ideal pressure rise in inches 
0 
of water, computed by using Army standard air, is pre-
sented in figure 10(c), and the pressure rise at any 
altitude is shown to be a1mot constant over the flight-
velocity range at a given value of mean relative Mach 
number. The maxThium ideal pressure rise is shown to be 
approximately 95 inches of water at sea level and 
18 inches of water at ko,000 feet in Army standard air 
for a mean relative Mach number at the tip of 0.8. Fig-
ure 10 may be used to determine quickly whether a single-. 
stage fan can furnish a required pressure rise. For 
example, at an altitude of 30,000 feet in Army standard 
air and at a flight velocity of 300 miles per hour, a rotor-
stator of 3.5--foct outside diameter, with a value of
	 = o.8 
at the tip, can supply a maximum ideal pressure rise of 
about 27 inches of water, at a rotational speed of approxi-
mately k700 rpm.
With Rotational Inflow 
General remarks,- When the inlet to the fan is down-
streaif	 Tier, the resulting rotational inflow

may affect appreciably changes in the ideal pressure rise 
and blade-angle setting for any design value of acj. 
Scanty experimental evidence available (British) indicates 
that the inflow angle ö, resulting from an initial 
rotational velocity u, where 
Up 
6 = tan
Vf 
ma be as large as 50, Most of the rotational inflow 
is probably caused by the rotating boundary layer on the 
spinner and the interference at the blade root and spinner 
juncture; therefore, theoretical prediction does not
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a p ar feasible. The analysis' treats only the change in 
static- pressure rise from immediately upstre&m to inune-
diately downstream of the fan. In estimating the total 
pressure available for cooling, the total energy of the. 
flow directly behind, the propeller must be known. Values 
of 5 and u 0 are defined as positive when the inflow 
rotation is in the same direction as the fan rotation and 
as negative when. the inflow rotation is in the opposite 
direction to the fan rotation. Use of the charts to 
estimate rotational inflow effects requires that the 
value of 5 be known or assumed. 
Effect of initial rotational inf].ow on stator-rotor.-
Initial rotational inflow increases the ideal pressure 
rise obtairle directly across the stator-rotor con-
figuration. In this configuration arressure drop is 
exoerienced through the stator, and the initial rotation 
decreases the pressure drop. The increase of pressure-
rise coefficient is derived in ao.p encTix A as 
1pT 
Equation (6) is.pl 
increases in ±deal 
obtainable at high 
velocity ratios.
= Pf ____ 
P0 \cos 2S 2 
)tted in figure .11. 
static pressure rise 
ang'les of inflow and
2
6 
,
ignifi cant 
are seen to be 
the higher fan-
•	 Effect of initial rotational inflow on rotor-sttor 
and rr Dressure rise.- The effect of rotational inflow 
6the rotor and rotor-stator ideal pressure rise at a 
fan blade element is showh' in figure 12 for inflow rota-
tional diretion the same as the fan rotation and in 
figure 13 for inflow rotational direction o pposite to the 
fan rotation. The effect is presented as the ratio of 
the chane of pressure rise due to rotational inflow to 
the Dressure rise with zero rotational inflow. The curves 
are plotted for constant values of stagger p• of the 
fan, that is, the stagger angle for zero rotational 
inflow, where
= tan N
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' for constant values of ad	 equal to 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3. 
It is assumed In these'. curves that : the original ac1 is 
obtaJ.ned by changing the fan blade-element angle and that 
the stator element of the rotor-sator.is. reset to remove 
all the rotation from the rinal. strean. The methodof 
calculating the curves is presented in aDpendix B. 
For the rotor alone, inflow rotation in the same 
direction as fan rotation decrêses the obtainable pres-
sure rise and inflow rotatIon in the Qpposite direction 
increases the obtainable pressure rise. 
For the rotor-stator, inflow in the direction oppo-
site to fan rotation also Increases the ohtinah1e pres-
sure rise. With inflow in the sarn.e;Lrection as the fan. 
rotation, a d.ecrese or. increase o' obtainable pressure 
rise may be realized by the rotor-stator, depending on 
the region of fan operation. An increase takes place 
when the increase of rotaiona1 energy behind the rotor 
is greater than the rotor static-pressure-rise decrease 
caused by decreasing the stager. 
Because a'value.of a o l = 1.3 is not obtainable at 
stagger angles greater than 600, curves showing the effect 
of initial rotational inflow on the rotor-stator and rotor 
ideal pressure rise for maximum. , obtainable ocZ,, as 
defined in figure L, are presented •in fig'rcs ]J.4 and: 15. 
FAN CHARTS AND I.LLUSTRATI'EXiMPLE. 
Charts for Determining Pressure-Rise Coefficient 
The curves of figures 6 and 7, with a few modifica-
tions in notation, may be used to determine'quickly the. 
maximum obtainable ideal pressure rise (based on the 
ae 1 relation of fig. 3) or the ideal pressure rise 
obtainable with a low cambered blade (cc1, = 0.7) of 
constant-velocity 'fans of 'given, hub diameter, rotational 
speed, and fan-velocity ratio V/V 0 , in the flight-
velocity range between 120 and. )..00 miles :per hour. In 
order to make the charts alicabie to any fan the lines 
of constant..fan-veloci'ty are designated K1, where
16
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-3 1600 Yi 
Ic1	
.	 vo 
The ordinate of figures 6 and 7 then becomes 
Po 
- K2 - 
f	 10 
where
/ 
.(	 1_g9_' 
\c.	 n,J 
'- '2 
- Vf iv) 
The derivation of the coefficients K1 and K2 is pre-
sented in appendix C. The use of the curves is facilitated 
ipi 
by charts for determining K1 and - from K2 -, 
whic]:. are presented in figures i6 and 17. Thus, in order 
to find the maximum pressure-rise coefficient obtainable 
at a flight velocity of 500 miles per hour from a stator-
rotor of 2-foot hub diameter, 5600-rpm rotational speed, 
Vf 
and	 - = 0.)4, K1 = 0.27 is first determined from 
0 
figure 16, Next, ---	 - = 0.50 is obtained in 
Pf 
figure 6(a), and finally from figure 17(a) it is.deter-
p0 
mined that -- - = l.1L. 
P q 
In order to facilitate thedetermination of the 
effect of rotational inflow for rotor-stator and rotor-
alone configurations, a plot of	 as a function of K1 
and flight velocity is presentedjn figure 18.
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Illustrative :Example 
The discussion of the previous sections will be 
illustrated by the estimation of fan performance for an 
airplane cruising at 220 miles per hour at an altitude. 
of 35,000 feet. A fan static-pressure rise of 12 inches 
of water is assumed to be required for cooling and in the 
example, the following values are determined: 
(1) the maximum pressure rise obtainable with 
propeller-speed fans of the stator-rotor, rotor-stator, 
and rotor configurations 
(2) the rotational speed necessary for each fan 
configuration in order to suo1y t1e .equired pressure 
rise 
The estimations are firtht made for zero initial rotational 
inflow; the effect of an inflov of 20° on the presur 
rise at the hub section is then' determined. The assump-
tion is made that the pro peller-s peed-fan rotation is in,. 
the same direction as the propeller rotation, whereas the 
geared-fan rotation is onposite to the propeller rotation, 
The following data, based on an actual cooling-
installation, were assumed: 
Altitude (Army standard air), feet .' ......' 35,000 
Atmospheric density, p0, slug per 
cubic foot .................0.000670 
Flight velocity, mph .................220 
Flight Mach number, M 0 ..............	 0.32 
Propeller-speed-fan rotational s peed, rpm,.....1125 
Fan hub diameter,	 dh,	 feet ........., . .	 2.30 
Fan-velocity ratio,
	 VfJVO ......... . . . .	 o.6o 
Propeller rotational inflow, §, degrees ......20 
Required fan pressure rise, Ap, inches water . . . 12 
Fan efficiency,	 fl ...................	 0.80 
Required ideal fan pressure-rise 
coefficient,
	
	
- . ...............2.2L

q 0 , 
The steps taken in the calculation. are presented in 
table I and the results of the calculations are as fol-
lows:
NACA TN No. 1199 
IStator-rotor Rotor-stator Rotor 
Prone her-speed fan 
—i-	 for	 5	 00 0.52 0.36 0.18 
An.
for	 5 = 200 .56 .38 .01 
4°
Geared fan 
Fan see	 (rpm) 
A p 3180 )40L0 )4730 
for	 S = 0°,	 - = 2.2)4 
An.
for	 o	 -20° 2,28 2.)49 2,8i q0_______ ___
The propeller-speed fan does not supply sufficient pres-
sure rise for cooling and a geared fan is required. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An analysis has been presented of the pressure rise 
obtainable with sing1e-stae airfoil-type cooling fans 
utilizing highly cambered o5-series blower-blade section. 
The fan arrangements considered were a stator-rotor, a 
rotor-stator, and a rotor alone, Several conclusions of 
importance in the selection of cooling fans may be drawn, 
as follows: 
1. The cooling pressure rise obtp.inable with a 
propeller-speed fan is large at low altitudes, and may 
be sufficient for most installations. At high altitude, 
the obtainable pressure rise is small. Of the three fan 
configurations operating as poneller-speed fans, the 
Nt	 TN No. 1199
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highest pressure rises may be obtained with the stator-
rotor arrangement. 
2. The pressure rise obtainable with a propeller-
speed fan increases with increasing fan-velocity ratio 
at a e:iven flight velocity. 
. The pressure rise obtainable with a fan of which 
the rotational speed is limited by compressibility effects 
is almost independent of fan-velocity ratio and flight 
velocity. The maximum ideal pressure rise is apro:ui-
mately 95 inches of water at sea level and 18 inches at 
Lo,000 feet, in Army standard air for a mean relative 
Mach number at the tip equal to 0.8. 
L, With the fan blades adjusted for satisfacthry 
operation in rotational inflow, the pressure rise 
obtainable directly across stator-rotor will be increased 
by rotational inflow in a direction either the same as 
or o pposite to the fan rotation. The rressure rise 
obtainable with a roto' alone will be decreased by rota-
tional inflow in the direction of fan rotation, and 
increased by inflow in the o pposite direction. The pres-
sure rise obtainable with a rotor-stator may be either 
increased or decreased, derending on the o perating region, 
by inflow in the direction of the fan rotation and will 
be increased by inflow rotation in the opposite direction. 
Langley Memorial Aeronauti cal Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Field, Va., January. i6, I9)46
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APPENDIX A 
DRIVATICN OF THE EFFECT OF INITIAL ROTATIONAL INFLOW
ON STATOR-ROT.OR PRESSURE RISE 
For the stator-rotor configuration (see fig. 1), the 
ideal pressure dro p through the stator at 6 = 00 may be 
expressed by use of Bernoulli's equation as 
P	 2	 -) 
-	 - 
When an initial rotation exists upstream of the 
stator, the pressure drop is
\2 
1 \	 v 2 
.L1S	
2 L\co s o,I. 
Inasmuch as the rotational inflow only affects the 
pressure rise through the stator, the increase realized 
in ideal pressure rise for the stage because of initial 
rotation is, in coefficient form,
i 
qf	 cos2ô 
or, in terms of free-stream dynamic pressure, 
	
ap i , 
-	 =	 ( 1	
-	
(v\2	
(6) 
	
q 0	 0	 ,) \bo/
1
	
1
\ -/r
2	 2 
cos	 cos-( - e) 
(7) 
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APPENDIX B 
METHOD OF CALCULATING EFFECT OF INITIAL ROTATIONAIJ INFLOW
ON ROTOR—STATOR AND ROTOR PRESSURE RISE 
The effect of initial rotational inflow on the ideal 
pressure rise of the rotor —stator and rotor configurations 
was determined in the following manner. The rotor iay be 
considereda device that turns the air through an angle 0. 
(See fig. i.) Therelation between	 Cj, the stagger 
angle	 , and the turning angle 0 is, if drag is 
neglected,
	
2 Etan S	 tan (s - 
=	 __________ _________ 
i +	 [tan	 + tan ( -- e)j 
A plot of 6 against 0 for constant values of 
equal to 0.7, 1.0, and 1.3 as determined from this equa-
tion is presented in figure 19, The ideal static--
pressure rise across the rotor as a function of stagger 
angle and turning angle may be written as (reference 1) 
The ideal pressure rise across the stator is, if all 
rotation is assumed to be removed, equal to the kinetic 
energy of the tangential flow behind the rotor, or 
(u\2 
(Vf) 
= [tan 30 - tan (6 - o)J 2	 (8)
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The ideal pressure rise for the stage is
(9) \\ qf)	 qf) \qf) 
r-s	 r	 S 
Whn an initial rotation exists u p stream of the stage, 
the stagger is altered and may be found from 
tan ;	 tan p0 - tan ô 
For a giv€n ad	 the new value of turning angle may then 
be determined in figure 19 and the pressure rise may be 
computed by substituting the altered values of stagger 
angle and turning an;;ie in eq'at.tons (7), (d), and (9).
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APPENDIX C 
DERIVATION OF THE FAN PERFORMANCE 
COEFFICIENTS, K1 AND K2 
Consider the charts in figures 6 and 7. When the 
fan section diameter and rotational speed are specified 
as 3 feet aria 1600 rpm, resDectively, a given value 
of Vf/Vo and flight velocity V0 fixes the value of 
the rotational parwreter N. Since.	 p1/qf is a function 
of N for a given ocL relationship, the ordinate was 
coiuted by
P q0
 - q	 \Yo/ 
When any other fan diameter and rotational speed are con-
sidered, the same relation between N and AP/ f in 
the charts may be retained by redesignating the lines of 
con3tant 1/f/V0
i600 V
- 
.L	 d	 n 
Pi 
The ordinate becomes - K 1 , 'or in terms of free-
qf 
stream dynamic pressure, 
Vf\ (1600 \2 
Q f
 \Vo/ \\ ri
p0 
= - --
Pf q0 
where
= 600	
= (_K
 2 
\n
	
\Vf /V0,)
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TABLE I 
I LLUSTRATI yE EXAM PLE 
1
[Stator_(Rotor_ Fotor Item Source
roor	 stator 
Propeller-speed fan; 	 o = 0° 
(1) Klh Fig.	 i6 1.11 1.11 1.11 
(2)
pi
FIg.	 6 1.72 i.i8 .58 
- ,)K2 -a-- 
p0	 . 
(3) FIg.	 17 .50 .35 .17 
I H 
Pf 
(Lv) - 
0
Equation 5 1.033 1.033 1.033 
(5) - Items	 (3)x(L) .52 .36 .18 
Propeller-speed fan;	 6 = 20°
-- ______ - -- _________ _________________-.___________ 
(6)
(P-:\
	
p11-Ap1
)
Fig.	 11 o.oL q 
deg. Fig.	 18 35. 55. 
(8)
AD	 - 
'	
' Fig.	 iL .056 .97 
Jitems	 E(L)x(6)]+(5) 56
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TABLE I 
I LLUSTRATI VE EXAM PLE - Concluded 
Stator- Rotor- .-. Item	 Source	 noor rotor	 stator 
Ge&red fan;	 6 = 00 
(10) --(required) Specfie5 2.2t 2.214 I202 
p.(v2 
(11) P	 q0\\VfJ 6.01 6.ol 6.oi 
(12)	 Nh Fig.	 5 1.98 2.51 2.9)4 
I	 bO4OL0 °lIten(12)_x L±co 
Geared fan;	 5 = _200 
I P	 A p	 -	 1D . 1	 1 (1L) Fig.	 11	 O.0 Pf	 q0 
(15) K Fig.	 16 0.1 0.26 
i-fl 
(16)Ho, deg Fig.	 18 68 71 
(17)
-
Pig.	 15 .11 .25 
t pi Items	 )x(1)]+(i0)	 2.28 
(i81 
H o
- 
Items 1(10) x (17)l+(10) --------- 2.L1..9
I
2.80
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Figure 3.- Variation of maximum obtainable v-c1 with 
stagger angle. 
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(a) Stator-rotor. 
Figure 8.- Variation of-fan pressure tise in inches of 
water, Army standard air, with flight velocity and al-
titude for ypical propeller-speed fan, dh	 3.0 feet, 
1600 rpm,	 -c--	 0.6. 
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Figure 19.- Variation of turnlng angle with etagger angle 
for c-Cj	 0.?, 1.0, and 1.3.
